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Hope’s® bronze windows and doors 

were perfectly suited to this project. 

They provide an ageless, elegant 

beauty and the kind of durability and 

custom shaping one expects for a 

stately, finely appointed home like 

this one.”John I. Meyer Jr., AIA, LEED AP, 
Principal Archtiect and co-founder of
Meyer & Meyer, Inc., Boston, MA

“

Architect: 
Meyer & Meyer, Inc., Boston, MA

Windows:
Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series

Doors:
Empire Bronze™ Jamestown175™ Series

GRAND LAKEFRONT HOME IN UPSTATE NEW YORK 
FEATURES HOPE’S® EMPIRE BRONZE™ WINDOWS AND 
DOORS

JAMESTOWN, NY – Hope’s® Empire Bronze™ windows and doors grace a recently 

transformed 14,000-square-foot waterfront mansion on Lake Skaneateles in upstate New York.

Originally built in the early 1900’s, the home was redesigned and reconfigured into a 

picturesque residence in accord with the late 19th-century Victorian architecture of its 

neighbors while accommodating modern craftsmanship and timeless, quality materials.

“The Hope’s bronze windows and doors were perfectly suited to this project,” says John I. 

Meyer Jr., AIA, LEED AP, Principal Architect and co-founder of Meyer & Meyer, Inc. of Boston. 

“They provide an ageless, elegant beauty and the kind of durability and custom shaping one 

expects for a stately, finely appointed home like this one.”

The Hope’s Empire Bronze Series windows and doors are made from solid bronze that 

undergoes meticulous manufacturing techniques for which all Hope’s products are renowned. 

This project included the Hope’s installation of 26 fixed windows–including five curved on 

plan–plus six operable windows and 11 pairs of swing doors.

The bronze was finished to a “Gun Metal” bronze finish by Hope’s. The five fixed curved on 

plan windows are located near the first-floor entry and provide sweeping views of the lake. 

They were curved to a modest inside radius of 201-3/8” and were glazed with curved on plan 

glass to fit frames measuring 22” wide, 61” tall.
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Hope’s® Windows, Inc., based in Jamestown, NY, is the nation’s leading and most experienced manufacturer of custom designed, solid hot-rolled 
steel and solid bronze window and door systems, specializing in historic preservation, cultural, institutional, commercial and luxury residential 
applications. Hope’s windows and doors help architects achieve even the most technically challenging design visions with unlimited shapes and 
sizes. Hope’s advanced finishing system ensures that all Hope’s steel windows and doors last longer than any other available, even under the most 
extreme environmental conditions. Visit www.hopeswindows.com.

“Hope’s windows and doors have been used on numerous late-Victorian style 

homes,” says Ryan A. Russell, Technical Sales and Marketing Engineer for Hope’s, 

“but every project has its own unique design vision and the work of the architect 

for this project is an exceptionally beautiful example of that.”


